Telescript’s PTZ Prompting System

**ROBO-210-R-SDI**

21.5” Folding Flatpanel Prompting System for PTZ Cameras

Telescript’s PTZ Prompting System is the only folding teleprompter system for PTZ cameras. It’s 16x9 wide angle construction enables PTZ cameras to have maximum tilt, pan and zoom capabilities while behind prompter glass.

**FEATURES:**

- Designed for PTZ cameras, enabling maximum pan, tilt and zoom range
- Unique 16x9 folding semi-rigid hood folds down when prompter is not in use
- Inputs: SDI, SDI Loop, HDMI, VGA, NTSC/PAL Composite, Composite Loop
- Built-in Image Reverse
- Backlit LED HighBright Monitor
- 12v Battery Operable
- NDI® upgrade available
- Includes: Monitor, PTZ mount, 16x9 LensView assembly, hood, mask and beamsplitter

**Optional Accessories:**

- Talent Reference Monitor
- TallyOne
- ClockOne